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It is shown that 2.58105 < lim,,, ck”, where clr is the number of self-avoiding 
walks on the square lattice of k steps which start at the origin; this is the best 
lower bound so far calculated. The bound is obtained by use of a theorem 
of Kesten and computer enumeration of walks. 
Let cTC denote the number of distinct walks of length k on the plane 
square lattice of points with integer coordinates which start at the origin 
and which are required to occupy each point not more than once. Unless 
otherwise specified, the term “walk” means such a self-avoiding walk 
starting at the origin. It is known [3] that I = lim,,, c:“’ exists and it is 
easy to show that 2 < r < 3. The purpose of this paper is to show rigor- 
ously by computer counting that 2.58105 < r. This is, as far as we know, 
the best lower bound known. 
Fisher and Sykes [3] in 1959 reported 2.5725 < r. Professor Fisher 
kindly permitted the authors to examine his I2 year old calculations. 
Some minor mistakes in arithmetic were found. On correcting these 
mistakes, it was found that their methods yielded instead 2.542 < r 
corresponding to their A(,, . 
So far, the best numerical estimate of this connective constant is 
r = 2.6390 f 0.0005 given in [4]. 
Kesten [5] has shown that r is the unique positive root of the equation 
(1) 
where A, are the number of k-stepped walks which satisfy the following 
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conditions. Let (Xj”, Xi”), 0 < i < k, be the coordinates of the points 
of a k-stepped walk; then 
(9 0 < ,w < x(l) 1 1 ICY 1 <i<k, 
and 
(ii) no 2 < k exists for which 
0 < xy < x1(1) < xj(l’ < x2’ 
wheneverO<i<l<j<k. 
Let vK be the number of k-stepped walks which satisfy the condition 
0 < w < x?) < x(l) \ \‘-.k, j<i<k, (2) 
for w = j = 0. (The w and j are introduced since later we want to make 
them non-zero.) As is shown by Lemma 2 in Kesten [5], if r is a root of (1) 
then l/r is the singular point of 
y(z) = f cpk .zk 
k=O 
which is nearest the origin. (Note that the QJ~ counts slightly more walks 
than Lemma 2 of Kesten requires.) The procedure used here is to compute 
values C& which satisfy 0 < & < yk . On solving the relation 





one obtains a value F < r. 
The method of determining the C& is as follows: Write 
&> = 2v0(z) + 2934 + @yz>. (3) 
Here y”(z) consists of all those paths of y(z) which satisfy K&en’s 
condition (i). We call this the type 2 left edge condition. @(z) consists 
of those paths of qz(z) whose first vertical step is up and which satisfy 
either the condition that there exists I > 0 such that 
$1) = rj 2 and xC2) > 0, 1 (4) 
but no I > 0 exists such that 
x(l) = 0 1 and xC2) < 0 1 (5) 
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or its complement (i.e., both inequalities reversed). We call this the type 1 
upper left edge condition or type 1 lower left edge condition according 
as the inequalities are as stated or reversed, respectively. ~~(2) consists 
of those paths of y(z) whose first vertical step is up and which satisfy the 
condition that there exists I > 0 such that (4) holds and there exists I > 0 
such that (5) holds. We call this the type 0 left edge condition. The factors 
of 2 in (3) derive from the “first vertical step is up” condition on q”(z) 
and $(z). These three conditions are illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 
Analogous right edge conditions are easily defined. 
FIG. 1. Type 2 left edge FIG. 2. Type 1 upper FIG. 3. Type 0 left edge 
condition. left edge condition. condition. 
Now, each v walk (i.e., a walk which would be counted by vk for some k) 
may be partitioned into unit horizontal steps and into certain basic 
walks which also satisfy (2) but with non-zero w and j. This disjoint 
subclassification allows a recursive definition of 9) walks which yields 
implicit equations for q”(z), q’(z), and q”(z). Specifically, let &” 
(a = 0, 1; b = 0, 1) denote the number of k-stepped walks which satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(i) Equation (2) with w = j = 0 (“outside” property). 
(ii) Kesten’s condition (ii) above (“covering” property). 
(iii) Left boundary is of type a. 
(iv) Right boundary is analogous to type b. 
(v) Cannot be decomposed into a pT1 walk and a (k -,j)-stepped walk 
beginning at the end of the & walk) which satisfies (2) with this 
j > 0 and w = X!l’ and which has left edge complementary to 
the right edge of the pyl walk (“irreducibility” property). 
(vi) The first vertical step is up. 





@ G y”(z) = poocp2 + +pl + p($, 
rpl EC5 cp,‘(z) = p%p2 + /+’ + pll($, 
9J2 = y”(z) = 1 + 2290 + 22@ + z@. 
These equations use a slightly different, but equivalent, interpretation of 
r$, namely, here $ counts type 1 left edge walks with left edge comple- 
mentary to the right edge of pll and with first vertical step either up or 
down. On solving these three equations for $, q2, and q?, and substituting 
into (3), one obtains 
9) = y(z) = w1 - 1)(2poo + 2p01 + 1) - 2($0 + @l)(/LOl + I) 
2z($O + f*ll)(flOl + I) - (p - 1)(2zpOO + 22p + z - 1) . 
On setting v-l = 0, one obtains as the equation for the root: 
24/p + p1yp + 1) = ($1 - 1)(2z $0 + 2z pa1 + z - 1) (7) 
provided the numerator of 9) is not also zero. 
A walk is non-minimal if there exists a vertical or horizontal line which 
intersects the walk only at interior vertices and does not contain edges 
of the walk. All other walks are called minimal. As will be seen shortly 
only minimal walks need be generated. 
The computer program which produced the minimal pEb walks was 
written in the Madcap language, a language highly suited to combinatorial 
work [7]. Briefly, the program is a “backtrack” (i.e., “tree-like”) generation 
of walks which satisfy properties (i) and (vi) above. A walk so generated 
which in addition satisfies the covering, irreducibility, and minimality 
properties is then classified by the number of links it contains as well as 
by the type of its left and right edges. However, to construct all walks 
with twenty or fewer links in order to find those which satisfy these 
properties is not feasible. Thus the program contains certain “impasse 
detections,” tests which ascertain the impossibility of k-stepped walks, 
k < 20, with the given j walk, ,j < k, as an initial segment. For instance, 
there are no such k-stepped walks, k < 20, which begin with six down- 
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ward links. This is so because fourteen steps are not sufficient to place 
“corners” at each of the five interior vertices, and to satisfy the other 
properties. In general, all four of the properties-outside, covering, 
irreducibility, and minimality-contribute to the impasse detections. 
The strongest condition, the one which contributes most to the feasibility 
of the calculation, is perhaps the requirement of minimality. 
Non-minimal walks are accounted for in our scheme through a gener- 
ating function mechanism as follows. From a minimal pgb walk a 
generating function is calculated which yields the values of pa” (j 3 k) 
for associated non-minimal walks. For example, the minimal $ walk 
shown in Fig. 4 yields the generating function z5/(1 - z)” (1 - z3) which 
counts additional walks such as those illustrated in Fig. 5. The reader 
FIGURE 5 
should note that the generating function for the unique pi1 walk (i.e., the 
unit vertical step) is z and not z/(1 - z) since the succession of vertical 
steps is accounted for in the implicit (recursive) formulae for v. These 
generating functions, which contribute to pGb, are appropriately summed 
and substituted into (7), which is then solved for its smallest positive 
root i;. Because only a finite number of minimal walks can be calculated, 
F < r. 
All minimal walks of length k, k < 20, which satisfy the covering, 
outside, and irreducibility properties were determined in one hour on the 
computer Maniac II. Table I gives the number of walks found. 
While pi1 = &‘, the computer program did not use this symmetry 
except as a check. 
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TABLE I 
k te Total Root 
4 0 0 0 0 0 2.41421 
5 0 0 0 1 1 2.50453 
6 0 0 0 0 0 2.50453 
I 0 1 1 0 2 2.52000 
8 0 0 0 0 0 2.52000 
9 1 0 0 4 5 2.53361 
10 0 2 2 5 9 2.54197 
11 1 7 7 6 21 2.54898 
12 7 12 12 11 42 2.55372 
13 17 14 14 31 76 2.55844 
14 30 36 36 72 174 2.56285 
15 49 95 95 157 396 2.56680 
16 124 226 226 312 888 2.57020 
17 321 501 501 700 2023 2.57334 
18 761 1056 1056 1472 4345 2.57614 
19 1721 2377 2377 3446 9921 2.57870 
20 3815 5448 5448 7855 22,566 2.58105 
Total: 40,469 
REMARKS 
1. In a problem posed in a Polish journal [l]l and attributed to 
V. I. Arnold, it is stated that one can show that 2.6 < r < 2.75. Professor 
Arnold has stated to the authors that he is not the author of the problem 
and knows nothing about it. It would be interesting to know how those 
bounds were obtained. 
It can be shown that r < (3/4 ~$1~ for all k. Using the value 
c 18 = 124, 658, 732 reported in [4], one obtains r < 2.77218. Fisher and 
Sykes have reported r < 2.712. Their work depends on estimating the 
eigenvalues of a square matrix of order about 800 and may not be convin- 
cing to everyone. The conjecture of Lehman and Weiss [6] that r = e 
has perhaps not been rigorously disproved. 
Numerical evidence from [4] suggests clc+i c~,_~ < cR2. Proof of this 
would be interesting and give r < (3/4 c,~/c,-,)~~“+~ which with k = 18 
yields r < 2.767. Further, it is likely that c,k < c~;‘/c~-” and therefore 
r < (c~~/c,)~/~, from which it follows (with k = 9) that r < 2.7046. 
However, this conjecture seems difficult to prove, even for n = 3. 
1 We are indebted to J. Mycielski for this reference. 
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Another method of obtaining an upper bound is to improve the 
inequality r -C (3/4 ~$1~. The factor 3/4 comes from excluding immediate 
reversals. For k equal to (say) 18, the fraction of walks which start with, 
say, a “hook” could be counted and the factor 314 replaced by a smaller 
value. 
2. It is seen from this work that the formula given by Kesten for r is 
extremely slowly convergent. However, Kesten’s formula does ensure 
the convergence of our algorithm to r. 
3. Kesten’s work deserves to be extended to other lattices. 
4. This work is an example of theorem-proving by computer enu- 
meration. 
5. See Domb [2] for a survey of self-avoiding walk theory. 
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